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THIS IS A MONTHLY...er...fanzine? Possibly, possibly. The point 
is, we’ve lost contact with local fandom. El Sobrante’s a dozen 
Freeway miles removed from Berkeley-by-the-Bay, and since we’ve 
moved out here things are somewhat different.

Back when we lived around Berkeley in various rental-type 
apartments, we’d have all Travelling Giants fall by, and FANAC 
coeditors up for dinner quite often, and our pad was on the 
itinerary of Ron Smith and Dick Ellington and Bill Donaho and 
the rest of that NewYork mob every bit as much as North Beach.

And we got around, too. But even then, we hadn’t enough 
evenings free. We seldom got to any Bay Area fanclub meetings 
— and there was only one fanclub then! Most of the parties and 
poker-nites, yes; but we had to cut fanclub meetings.

Now, even tho we drive into Berkeley every weekday to work, 
we seldom have time to s’muchez stop off at fans’ pads to say 
”Hi!” Also — at the risk of offending some (if not all) of our 
best friends here — we had to refuse any participation in the 
BayCon Committee. And it was simply becuz we’d bought this house 
out in El Sobrante.

Robbie has some forty rosebushes, f’rinstance. She gave ’em 
the first decent pruning they’d ever had; the results this Spring 
are fantastic! I pulled what seemed like 40 acres of weeds out 
of the front drainage ditch and planted ice-plants, last year, 
only they didn’t seem to do very well -- until I pulled much less 
weeds this Spring and there, underneath, you oughta see those 
crazy ice-plants! The house is gradually getting furnished; 
there’s a garage to be converted to workshop, a carport to be 
built, a 2nd level to add to the patio. And we got 5 Siamese 
cats. We had two, but — well, you know. Trouble is, we like it! 
And we can’t be doing all this if we chase around to all the fan
gatherings and whatnot.

So we’ve lost touch.
CONSEQUENTLY, EVERY ISSUE

of this fanzine is gonna have 8 pages 
of copy — no more, no less -- which we can whomp up in one week
end of every month. The bind-up and mailing are no sweat. The 
print job will be commercial; we don't have time for that.

Each issue will feature whatever we feel like putting into 
it, whether we write it or somebody else does. We aren’t asking 
for material, but we’d certainly use anything we liked.

We aren’t asking for letters of comment, either. Write us
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if you feel like it — those are letters we like to get. If it 
fits into this fanzine, we’ll publish your letter and our reply.

THE FIRST 3 ISSUES
will come to you regularly unless you tell us 

to stop sending the blasted thing. After that, we figure you’ll 
either want to keep getting it or you won’t — and it’s going to 
cost you either 25^ for 3 issues, 6 for 50^ or $1.00 a year, no 
matter who you are. We’ll trade fanzines for one issue only; 
then if we like your fanzine, we’ll buy a sub. That way, we’ll 
get your ’zine and you don’t have to take ours.

This is where all the editors who’ve been sending us free 
copies of their fmz are finally going to collect!!!

fow S-FKILLED-^ Fa^p!

We’ve been feeling just a little bit dubious about what we 
did in (to?) Earl Kemp’s WHY IS A FAN? survey...

Fact is, we hadn’t realized what we’d done until the survey 
came out. Then we saw it. There was A.J. Budrys, Bjo, Anonymous 
(Boggs?) and all those others getting really SERCON about all 
that, pouring their hearts out and honestly trying to give some 
worthwhile answers...

And there’s us, yokking it up as usual.

Of course, there’s Honey Graham getting in a few boffs, too. 
Natch — she’s a member of G fandom! We must tell you about G 
fandom, sometime. But even so, Honey was also contributing some
thing worthwhile.

Did we? Maybe. We prefer having a ball, and maybe spreading 
it around a little. But there’s Ole Earl complaining that some 
people just wouldn’t come out with straight answers to his ques
tions. Now, he wasn’t talking about us, was he?

Any questionnaire like that is bound to fall short somewhere. 
It can’t possibly ask exactly the right questions to uncover every 
oddball fan’s particular background — and such was the case with 
both Robbie and I. If we’d given straightforward answers to most 
of the important questions Earl asked, it would’ve had nothing to
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do with, s-f fandom at all.
Sure, I’m an Only Cliee-ild and Robbie’s a Firstborn. Did 

that contribute to our becoming fans? Why do we stay in, what do 
we get out of fandom, and what’s it mean to us???

I grew up in New Mexico. My parents had a ranch 150 miles 
west of Santa Fe. There were no towns, no highways (and very 
often, no roads) or telephones, no radio, no electricity, and 
either damned little water or too damned much. Cattle froze to 
death in snowdrifts all winter and our Mexican neighbors ate 
fresh-killed beef all summer. The old mail carrier who drove his 
little buckboard past twice a month brought me bags of candy. 
There were no other ranches, no other children within miles. We 
found a neighbor after he’d lain 3 days on his cot with a broken 
leg; our riders just hadn’t seen his smoke, lately...

We moved into Albuquerque and I started school. (My mother 
taught my dad how to read; she insisted that somebody else teach 
me!) That city’s population was then a huge Mexican majority and 
a small, elite ’’white” minority. You didn’t cross that line — 
the white kids warned me not to; the Mexican kids said maybe I 
shouldn’t, I could be ’’elite” like other white kids — so hell, 
I was a nasty little renegade. And I thoroughly enjoyed it.

Robbie says she didn’t enjoy it so much. Her early memories 
are labelled ’’Depression years” and the farm kids around little 
towns in Idaho didn’t accept her; she was an ugly duckling. She 
finished what they called school, tho, and took off. She saw the 
San Francisco scene during the hectic, crazy War Years. Later, 
back in Idaho, she proved to a flying instructor that you just 
don't do 3-poanters in a Taylorcraft airplane — you either fly 
it back onto the ground or you wash out the landing gear and one 
wingtip -- and that took care of him. She saw ’em haul in truck
loads of snow for the main street“an Fairbanks, Alaska, for the 
annual dogsled run -- and the Army take off with every Red Alert, 
leaving tne civilians to face the Invasion. So, figuring on a 
safe bet, she departed for the States as a WAC candidate for OCS; 
and when she found out about that noise, she got busy and walked 
off with an Honorable Discharge. You don’t trifle with this gal!
. I discovered s-f in highschool — and when I found out 
about random, I felt that if it hadn’t existed I’d have invented 

sori,ve gradually took up s-f, and just happened to 
be an Cnacago an ’52 when she read an announcement about some kind of convention...

We dadn’t meet until a couple years later at a New York Metro- 
con. And nothing came of it. Then I got restless in New York, 
and —- but that’s another story. Anyway, we’d both learned a lot 
of things elsewhere; we had that when we found s-f and fandom.
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And so far, Robbie’s shown no tendency to apply Budrys’ cathartic 
treatment — she hasn’t gafiated for a period of soul-searching, from 
which she would return a better, purer fan or not at all. Nor did I. 
Not even while crawling thru World War III If the kids drafted today 
think they got reason to gafiate, they should have 01’ Uncle Ackerman 
tell them sometime about VoM’s war correspondents. I covered the ETO; 
Rotsler covered Texas -- man, it was R*0*U*G*H in them days! Anyway, 
the material Earl compiled shows pretty conclusively that a question
naire slanted our way would’ve had little or no sense to most other 
fans. S-f and fandom aren’t the only place you can find Truth; but 
it’s a darn sight more comfortable than some of the other places 
Robbie and I found. That’s reason enuff to make a fan, a fan.

But...seriously, now--
The most astounding result of Earl’s survey is the absolute 

proof that fans are either firstborn or only children. It’s true 
of such a great majority of fans that the exceptions must merely 
prove the rule. So now we know it. It’s a fact.

And this fact, in itself, tells plenty.
For centuries it was always the firstborn or only child who in

herited the post of Head of the Family or Clan Leader or King. Or 
Queen, for that matter. (And the only post many of ’em headed was 
the one their heads got mounted on!) Now, there must’ve been some 
excellent, oft-proved reason for this custom to have lasted so long 
— but it probably had nothing to do with the children. It was more 
likely something stuck crosswise in the parents’ heads; and it’s 
probably still stuck there, even tho communal families and clans and 
kingdoms are getting scarce.

It’s no mystery to me what gets stuck in parents’ heads regarding 
an only child, and Robbie filled me in on the deal with firstborn. 
It’s pretty much the same. Bhoy, this is Our Kid, this is Great, 
with This Kid we’re really gonna Do Things! Then the second kid 
comes along and what the hell, they say, look what happened the first 
time.

It would have to be some universal thing like this to apply to 
all of us. Firstborn and only children are almost invariably sub
jected to so much parental influence that they stink. They’re fed
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adult attitudes in a deliberate effort to stifle their childhood 
attitudes, which makes the^i complete misfits in their own age-group. 
They’re restricted to a choice of adult values which they can’t pos
sibly assimilate because they aren’t adults. They’re subjected to 
such/inf luences that finally make their adolescence so painful that 
they’ve simply got to find out what’s wrong with the whole, sorry 
mess and think their way out of it! They're forced to hunt for such 
information that no one else can understand why they’d possibly want, 
to search for knowledge that others just never see any reason to 
bother about. And it’s a lesson they never forget.

Or maybe the joy of finding such knowledge, when they do, makes 
the search for knowledge a lifelong habit. As thinkers, they’re 
incurable hunters and dreamers. They aren’t planners; they aren’t 
systematic. They don’t learn just what they need to know to do some
thing -- learning’s too much fun to be straitjacketed that way!

Now consider the kids who aren’t firstborn or only children. 
They're not subjected to all that pressure. In fact, from their 
point of view, it’s the older kid or the only child who gets all the 
gravey -- and if they get anything, they have to get out and scratch 
for it tliemselvesl Actually, those kids are never forced to do more 
than a certain minimum of thinking, and they’re never forced to dream. 
Instead, they’ve got to be aggressive.

And they’re the planners. They’re systematic. They learn what 
they need to know. They enjoy knowing — to hell with mooning around 
in any scatterbrained search for knowledge. They enjoy being'the 
smug conformists of modern suburbia; or conversely, for kicks, they 
enjoy being the equally smug conformists (contraformists, strictly 
speaking) in some beatnik’s pad.

They like their thinking in practical patterns. They don’t like 
hairbrained schemes.

And they're the majority -- always have been and always will be, 
until we have universal birth control.

And that might not be so good.
******

Earl Kemp’s accomplishments with WHO KILLED SF? and WHY IS A FAN? 
have brought many of my own notions into focus regarding science
fiction and fandom. For some reason I couldn’t quite fathom, I never 
did believe that old noise about the s-f boom, about the field ’’coming 
of age” and enjoying general popularity forevermore. It always 

seemed to ring false, somehow.
Oh, sure -- there was a boom in sales of the established s-f mags 
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and a flood of new s-f mags on the stands. The atomic dawn had just 
triggered a lot more young people into wanting to find out about this 
“crazy trash” their fuggheaded parents had scoffed at. But I had 
strong doubts, even then, that they’d find what they wanted in 
science-fiction. Even at its best, s-f doesn’t simply present know
ledge in a sugar-coated pill gaufanteed to contain precisely as much 
as you need to know, and no more. S-f does present, at its best, the 
search for knowledge as stimulating fun & games — provided you go 
for that sort’ve thing — but first, you need to search like hell for 
s-f at its best!

I suspect that any editor who could’ve launched s-f into a 
successful orbit during that postwar boom had no more chance than 
a snowball in hell. Science-fiction was booming -- here was the 
Golden Opportunity — but the chain publishers had those editors of 
third-rate pulp magazines who apparently knew about this stuff, and 
they weren’t about to experiment with any joker who just might know 
how to edit a first-rate magazine. 'They didn’t want experiments. 
They wanted to beat the competition, and the competition was fierce. 
They preferred experience (even third-rate) and aggressiveness.

The new publishers who entered the field didn’t know a damned 
thing about it. They couldn’t even begin to experiment. Some of 
them couldn’t recognize experience worth a damn, either — but they 
all knex^ aggressiveness when it kicked the door down. The competi
tion was always there, the aggressiveness, the fear and hate. Some 
s-f writers took editorial jobs and thoroughly hated most of it.

Naturally, there was a very deliberate effort by most editors to 
remold s-f into something the general public wanted. Most of them 
were honest and perfectly sincere. Some of them really believed in 
that s-f boom. (If its subsequent failure made us feel cheated, it’s 
nothing compared to what they felt.) And consequently, we got a lot 
of deliberately slanted s-f.

Such slanting was as deliberately denied. Campbell’s semi- 
technical orthodoxy was paraded as ’’true scientific basis” and Gold’s 
psychophobic preferences were heralddd as”adult s-f” while Palmer 
quit Ziff-Davis with Big Ideas, turned his hack-writing stable into 
a table-thumping seance and his own magazine into a financial failure. 
Tony Boucher edited the magazine he wanted, s-f boom or not; so did 
Sam Merwin and several others.

It affected the writers, of course -- some more than others. A' 
lot of stories were written under pressures some writers felt keenly, 
others only subconsciously. But they knew damned well they were 
slanting their stuff. A few could do it almost effortlessly and 
still write modera.tely good stuff.

However, what really hurt s-f wasn’t that the boom failed. That 
had already occurred when the boom started; it was the failure of the 
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chain magazines — the westerns, detectives and love story pulps* As 
long as they sold well enuff to pay the bills, s-f didn’t have to be 
successful! It just had to satisfy those of us who read it.

So maybe our first concern should be where this flea’s gonna 
find a new dog.

******

It was the postwar kids in highschool and college who bought all 
those extra magazines during the s-f boom. It wasn’t trash to them; 
it was the Going Thing, the Latest, the really on-the-ball stuff. It 
was all about the future -- their future.

But we might've noticed that it wasn’t any bright revelation of 
vast, new mental horizons to them.

It wasn’t Everything.
These kids are the vast majority of the readers of s-f at any 

time. It's for these readers that most s-f, mostly bad, does tend 
strongly toward presenting knowledge in a sugar-coated pill. It’s 
for these readers that s-f editors have been far more concerned with 
the taste, size and palatability of such pills, rather than any odd
ball exploration of ideas that somebody might call hogwash, (And 
when writing about psi, please to at least hint that it’s exactly 
what all True Believers think it is!) Ever since the s-f boom, 
editors have sung out in chorus for the believability of characters, 
the soundness of motivation, plot consistency and all the other 
Golden Rules of Writing Schools. They’ve preached mighty contempt 
for the old pulp stories — which is getting pretty old, too, you 
know — thrown together with action simply for action’s sake. And 
they remain gripped in the absolute'ecstasies of this Brilliant 
Truth. Makes a better pill, y’know.

Consequently, we’ve had a higher percentage of fairly competent 
stories in s-f mags. Remember those Good, Old Days when we waded 
thru tons of absolute CRUD to find any really good s-f? Well, now. 
we may not find any s-f at all, but look how much better the crud is!

The idea of science-fiction being an enjoyable search for know
ledge is more a concept I’ve felt, rather than thought about.$ But 
it seems to check out. About all the majority of s-f readers get out 
of it is the end-product, the bit of knowledge found. About all 
they’re willing to swallow is what they need to know.

Since that’s what they read s-f for, they're eventually discou
raged by the utter hodgepodge of miscellaneous knowledge they have 
accumulated, rather than the primary bits of jigsaw knowledge that 
makes up a pretty picture, which they expected. They become dis
illusioned with these sugar-coated pills and move on to more reliable 
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sources of information (if they really care, that is) so we always 
have this constant turnover of s-f readers. The majority are always 
the highschool and college kids.

And the majority of them aren’t firstborn or only children.
Fandom did attract a number of neos during the s-f boom who took 

upfanac the same way they did s-f — with their attitude of Man, 
this is the Latest, the on-the-ball stuff -- and fandom was no more 
a Bright Revelation to them than s-f was. It wasn't a Way of Life. 
It wasn’t even really important as a hobby. And they didn’t stay 
with it.

There’s been partial disenchantment in s-f before — we lost a 
number of Old Guard fans when science-fiction took over from science
fantasy — but there’s never been such widespread disenchantment as 
there is now. Fandom is still calling it s-f, and not talking about 
it. In most instances, they’re talking about everything but s-f. 
The general ttend of their fannish bull sessions reflect a wild hodge
podge of data, hairbrained schemes and a scatterbrained search for 
knowledge. It’s erratically enthusiastic fun & games ... and it's far 
closer to being real science-fiction than the stuff being published 
in today’s ’’science-fiction” magazines.

Furthermore, the fan population has almost dropped back to a 
point where we could rebuild the cozy; little community that prewar 
fandom was — but not quite. In fact, we never will. We’re already 
beginning to get a new crop of neofans who have none of the earmarks 
of the beanie set. We’re going to get more of ’em, and there’s a 
hellova lot of ’em coming.

They’re also getting some good science-fiction.
The one group of publishers who really accomplished something in 

the s-f boom were the juvenile book publishers. They didn't know any
thing about s-f, but they did know kids — and they were willing to 
experiment. The results have been gratifying, even tho a number of 
their experiments naturally failed.

But it’s going to give us some problems. When this up-coming 
batch of kids start swelling the ranks of fandom, they’ll be here to 
stay.

Unless TV can brainwash enuff of ’em — not easy with these only 
child and firstborn types, y’know — I’m afraid we’re actually gonna 
be outnumbered!

Gibson
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